Library Facility Needs Assessment Committee  
(LFNAC)  
April 9, 2008 Forum Meeting Notes

1. Meeting convenes at 7:10pm

2. Mary Anne's welcoming message:
   a. Who we are
   b. Handouts available
      i. Survey
      ii. Survey results
      iii. Points to think about
   c. Slide show available

3. Introduction of the LFNAC members

4. Responses/Dreams from attendees
   a. Would like a library like Wendell's even though they are a much smaller population than Shutesbury. Chair in the corner so you feel like you are off by yourself. Meeting room. If it gets built on Lot 32 – 20 years from now, as a little old lady, she can walk to the library.
   b. This person would like what public library in New Jersey does, which is to have science experiments that can be checked out.
   c. If we had a cafe, many more folks would congregate at the library. A cafe and an art gallery can attract artists, which build cultural and social community building that promotes economic.
   d. Space for a lot of light and a public meeting room and a children's room with some computers and another bank of computers elsewhere for adults and teenagers. The more comfortable space the better. Coffee.
   e. Suggestions of museums to solicit passes.

5. Meeting adjourned at 7:40 p.m.